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Logistics

● Restrooms
● Breaks
● Snacks & Lunch
● Introductions
● What do you want to get out 

of this training?
● Referencing materials

○ Online
○ USB



Workshop Agenda

Day 1:
● Intro to IMPLAN
● How does IMPLAN work
● Understanding sectors & 

commodities
● Importance of framing
● Exploring the data 
● Good & Better examples
● Margins & Margining
● Local purchase percentages
● Set the stage for tomorrow
● BBQ (optional)

Day 2:
● Framing participant examples
● Farm example gross
● Farm example net
● Farm example netter
● Farm example nettest
● Frame & set up: food hub, farm 

to institution, & retail space
● Talk through others, if time
● Wrap up & Feedback
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What is an economic 
analysis?
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economic impact analysis

noun / ek·ə-ˈnɑm·ɪk / imʹpăkt / əˈnæl·ə·sɪs /

DEFINITION: A type of study which estimates the 
economic effect (in terms of jobs, labor income, taxes, 

etc.) of an initial change in the local economy.
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economic contribution analysis

noun / ek·ə-ˈnɑm·ɪk / ˌkɑntrəˈbjuʃən / əˈnæl·ə·sɪs /

DEFINITION: A type of study which estimates the 
economic effect (in terms of jobs, labor income, taxes, 

etc.) of an existing activity in the local economy.

How to perform:
Single Industry Contribution Analysis
Multi-Industry Contribution Analysis

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115002812694-Estimate-the-Contribution-of-a-Single-Industry-in-IMPLAN-Pro
https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009542247-Multi-Industry-Contribution-Analysis-In-IMPLAN-Pro


Considerations of Contributions

1. Restricting additional effects to the sector in which the 
contribution is being made is necessary when estimating 
the contribution of 50% or more of the entire regional 
industry output.

2. When reporting effects of a contribution it's more 
appropriate to refer to the effects as supported rather than 
created. 
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What is an 
Input-Output Model?
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Input-Output Model

noun / ˌinˌpo͝otˈoutˌpo͝ot/ ˈmädl/

DEFINITION: A methodology of tracking and quantifying 
backward linkages related to an economic activity 
between industries and institutions in a regional 

economy.  
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What impacts can be 
modeled in IMPLAN? 

Learn more about Activity Types

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360000506954-Types-of-Activities


Industry Change







Tesla’s Industry Change

What are the impacts associated 
with this story?



Tesla’s Industry Change

What are the impacts associated 
with this story?

Construction of the gigafactory

Sale of Tesla cars
- operations of the gigafactory 



Tesla’s Industry Change

Who would likely be analyzing the effects of 
these impacts?



Tesla’s Industry Change

Who would likely be analyzing the effects of 
these impacts?

The government, so they can properly assess the 
value and justify incentives. 

And visa versa…

Tesla, so they can properly show their value. Private 
Industries often team up with academics and 
private consultants to ensure unbiased reporting.



Commodity Change



Increased Demand of Health Services

What may be in high demand with an large aging 
population?



Increased Demand of Health Services

What may be in high demand with a large aging 
population?

Nursing care services 

Home health services







Labor Income Changes



Income Changes

When might income changes be independent of 
production changes?

Minimum wage increase

Commuting residents



Income and Spending Activities

● Labor Income Change
● Household Income Change
● Household Spending Pattern



Spending Patterns



Types of Spending Patterns

Built-in:
● Industry Spending
● Institutional Spending

○ Households
○ General Government*

Importable in Pro:
● State & Local by Program
● PCE by NIPA Category 

*Note: General Govt Spending Patterns include labor 
spending
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When might IMPLAN 
not be the right tool?



Social Impacts



Environmental Impacts



Price Changes



Price Changes

Reactions to price changes can 
be modeled

With high volume, the cost of car 
batteries goes down, leading to 
cheaper car.

Cheaper cars means more sales. 



Forward Linkages

backward
linkage

backward
linkage

IMPLAN only tracks backward linkages. 



Forward Linkages

backward
linkage

backward
linkage

forward
linkage



Feasibility Analysis

Feasibility is an analysis of the 
viability of an idea or venture.
● Benefit > Cost
● Necessary Inputs
● Workforce



Feasibility Analysis

Anyone who faces great 
uncertainty and risks when 
making decisions about major 
investments needs to consider 
whether the project is feasible.



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
○ the same quantity of inputs is needed per unit of 

output, regardless of the level of production



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints

○ there are no restrictions to raw materials and 
employment and assumes there is enough to 
produce an unlimited amount of product



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints
● Fixed Input Structure



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints
● Fixed Input Structure

○ changes in the economy will affect the industry's 
output level but not the mix of commodities and 
services it requires to produce that output



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints
● Fixed Input Structure
● Industry/Commodity Technology Assumption



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints
● Fixed Input Structure
● Industry/Commodity Technology Assumption

○ an industry uses the same technology to 
produce each of its products



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints
● Fixed Input Structure
● Industry/Commodity Technology Assumption
● Constant make matrix



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints
● Fixed Input Structure
● Industry/Commodity Technology Assumption
● Constant make matrix

○ an industry will always produce the same mix of 
commodities regardless of the level of 
production



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints
● Fixed Input Structure
● Industry/Commodity Technology Assumption
● Constant make matrix
● The model is static



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints
● Fixed Input Structure
● Industry/Commodity Technology Assumption
● Constant make matrix
● The model is static

○ No price changes are built in. The underlying 
data and relationships are not affected by 
impact runs



IMPLAN’s Assumptions

● Constant Returns to Scale
● No Supply Constraints
● Fixed Input Structure
● Industry/Commodity Technology Assumption
● Constant make matrix
● The model is static

Learn more about Key Assumptions and Limitations

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009505587-Key-Assumptions-of-IMPLAN-Input-Output-Analysis
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How does 
IMPLAN work?



What is ‘output?’

backward
linkage

backward
linkage



What is ‘output?’

backward
linkage

backward
linkage



What is ‘output?’

*Output is the largest value and includes everything.



What is ‘output?’

*Output is the largest value and includes everything.



What is ‘output?’

*Output is the largest value and includes everything.



What is ‘output?’

*Output is the largest value and includes everything.



What is ‘output?’

*Output is the largest value and includes everything.



Digging into Value Added



What is ‘output?’

Output = 

+ Employee Compensation  
+ Proprietor Income
+ Tax on Production and Imports
+ Other Property Income 
+ Intermediate Expenditures

+ Sum of all non-durable input purchases

Learn more about Output

Labor 
Income

Value 
Added

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009505807-Output-Information


Digging into Value Added

Employment Compensation = fully loaded payroll

Proprietor Income = income for sole proprietors or 
partnerships



Digging into Value Added

Employment Compensation = fully loaded payroll

Proprietor Income = income for sole proprietors or 
partnerships

● Who are proprietors in our economy?
● What does it mean when:

○ Proprietor Income is zero?
○ Proprietor Income is negative?



Digging into Value Added

Can other Value Added factors be negative?

● What would negative Other Property Type Income 
mean?

● What would negative Taxes on Production & 
Imports mean?



Recalling Impact Types

● Industry Change:

values apply to the output equation of the sector



Recalling Impact Types

● Industry Change:

values apply to the output equation of the sector

● Commodity Change: 

values apply to all output equations for sectors that produce a share of
the commodity



Recalling Impact Types

● Industry Change:

values apply to the output equation of the sector

● Commodity Change: 

values apply to all output equations for sectors that produce a share of
the commodity

● Labor Income Change:

values just apply to labor income



Recalling Impact Types

● Industry Change:

values apply to the output equation of the sector

● Commodity Change: 

values apply to all output equations for sectors that produce a share of
the commodity

● Labor Income Change:

values just apply to labor income

● Industry Spending Patterns: 

values apply just to Intermediate Expenditures



Recalling Impact Types

● Industry Change:

values apply to the output equation of the sector

● Commodity Change: 

values apply to all output equations for sectors that produce a share of
the commodity

● Labor Income Change:

values just apply to labor income

● Industry Spending Patterns: 

values apply just to Intermediate Expenditures



Calculation Process



How does IMPLAN work?

Output

Intermediate 
Expenditures

Employment/
Labor Income



How does IMPLAN work?

Intermediate 
Expenditures



How does IMPLAN work?

Intermediate 
Expenditures



How does IMPLAN work?

Intermediate 
Expenditures



How does IMPLAN work?

Employment/
Labor Income



How does IMPLAN work?

Employment/
Labor Income



How does IMPLAN work?

Employment/
Labor Income



How does IMPLAN work?

Employment/
Labor Income

Anything Missing?



How does IMPLAN work?



How does IMPLAN work?

Employees in the supply chain.



How does IMPLAN work?



How does IMPLAN work?



How does IMPLAN work?



Key Terms

Direct Effect: The initial change in final demand in 
terms of Industry Sales/Output, Employment and Labor 
Income dollars



Key Terms

Direct Effect: The initial change in final demand in 
terms of Industry Sales/Output, Employment and Labor 
Income dollars

Types w/o Direct Effects
Labor Income Change
Household Income Change
Industry Spending Patterns 

Types w/ Direct Effects
Industry Change
Commodity Change
Institution Spending Patterns



Key Terms

Indirect Effects: Stem from input purchases

1. To increase production, the directly-affected sector 
must purchase more inputs—these are the first 
round of indirect effects

2. The firms that supply these inputs must now 
purchase more of their own inputs to meet the new 
demand for their output—these are the additional 
rounds of indirect effects



Key Terms

Induced Effects: Stem from employees spending their 
wages

1. When those workers spend their income, it 
generates the first round of induced effects

2. These expenditures increase demand for 
businesses, generating additional rounds of 
induced effects



Key Terms



1. Social Accounting Matrices (SAMs) capture 
the actual dollar amounts of all transactions 
in a regional, annual economy.

2. Multipliers are calculated based on a region’s 
SAM.

3. A direct effect is applied to the multipliers to 
determine the indirect effects and induced 
effects.

How are Impacts Calculated?

Learn more about the SAM

http://implan.com/v4/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=649:649&catid=262:KB41&Itemid=2
http://implan.com/v4/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=649:649&catid=262:KB41&Itemid=2
https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009506047-IxC-SAM
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Let’s talk about sectors 
and commodities



What is a Sector?

A Sector is made up of firms with similar Input Patterns. 



What is a Sector?

Often also referred to as an Industry.



What is a Sector?

Most sectors are defined using the North American Industry Classification System.



What is a Sector?

Sectors may include only one NAICS Code and are available at the 
6-digit NAICS level.



What is a Sector?

Other Sectors include several NAICS Codes and are available only at 
the 2 - 4-digit NAICS level.

SECTOR



What is a Sector?

An Sector can make more than one Commodity.



What is a Commodity?

A Commodity is good or service.



What is a Commodity?

A Commodity is good or service.

A Commodity can be produced by more than one Sector.



What is a Commodity?

While it will differ by region, these Sectors all produce 
Semiconductors and related devices

● 309 Semiconductor and related device 
manufacturing

● 313 Other electronic component manufacturing
● 342 All other miscellaneous electrical equipment 

and component manufacturing



What is a NAICS code?



What is a NAICS code?



What is a NAICS code?



What is a NAICS code?



Sector Scheme (536 Sectors)

● 1-19 are Agricultural Sectors
● 20-40 are Mining, Minerals and Oil 
● 41-51 are Utilities
● 52-64 are Construction
● 65- 394 are Manufacturing Sectors

○ 65-110 are Food & Beverage Mfg, 111-133 are Textile Mfg, 134-155 
Wood and Wood Pulp Products Mfg, etc.

● 395-407 are Wholesale and Retail
● 408-415 Transport Related
● 416-517 Services
● 518-526 Government Enterprises
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Importance of Framing



Where?

Study Region is a function of where the 
impact takes place and where you’d like to 
measure the regional effect



Who?

Actors involved could include:
● Sector
● Commodity
● Institution/Household



When? 

● Event Year should reflect the dollar year 
of the Event Output

● Event Year may not always be the year in 
which the event occurred



What?

1 or More Event Values can be inputted:
● Amount of Output/Sales
● Labor Income
● Number of Jobs



What?

In addition to the activity of focus, consider 
modeling:
● Opportunity Costs:

○ Does the benefit of utilizing funding in 
a given way exceed the alternatives?

● Net Effects:
○ Are there any other changes 

associated with the modeled activity 
that should be included?



A school district plans a budget increase of 
$10,000,000



Is this enough information to model the 
impact?



● In IMPLAN, the economic activity modeled by 
the user is called an Event

● Several Events of the same type can be grouped 
into one Activity

● Several Activities can be grouped into one 
Scenario for Analysis 

Framing the Analysis



Event, Activities, and Scenarios

Event

Activity

Scenario
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Explore Background 
Data



Looking at the Data

Industry Detail
Output Equation values

Institution Commodity Demand
(Total, Households, Government)

Industry Summary
Summary results values

Per-worker values

Area Demographics
Distribution of households across income 

groups

Study Area Data

View By:

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115002803833


Looking at the Data

View By:
Commodity Summary

S/D & Production of Commodities 
Domestic S/D Ratio

Avg RPC & RSC

Social Accounts

S/D: Supply/Demand

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009674728-Understanding-the-Social-Accounts-Tables


● Domestic Supply/Demand Ratio = the % of 
total local demand for the commodity that 
could possibly be met by local production.

● Average RPC = the proportion of local demand 
for the commodity that is currently met by local 
production. 

● Average RSC = the proportion of local supply of 
the commodity that goes to meet local demand.

Commodity Summary



Looking at the Data

View By:
Commodity Summary

S/D & Production of Commodities 
Domestic S/D Ratio

Avg RPC & RSC

Social Accounts

S/D: Supply/Demand

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009674728-Understanding-the-Social-Accounts-Tables


Looking at the Data

View By:
Commodity Summary

S/D & Production of Commodities 
Domestic S/D Ratio

Avg RPC & RSC

Commodity Trade
Trade $ by Commodity

Institution Local Commodity Demand
(Total, Households, Government)

Social Accounts

S/D: Supply/Demand

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009674728-Understanding-the-Social-Accounts-Tables


Looking at the Data

View By:
Commodity Summary

S/D & Production of Commodities 
Domestic S/D Ratio

Avg RPC & RSC

Commodity Trade
Trade $ by Commodity

Institution Local Commodity Demand
(Total, Households, Government)

Social Accounts

S/D: Supply/Demand

Balance Sheets
By Industry

By Commodity

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009674728-Understanding-the-Social-Accounts-Tables


Balance Sheets

Demand



● Production = The output value of
○ each commodity produced by an industry
○ each industry’s production of a commodity

● Market Shares sum to 100% in Commodity BS
○ list of producing industries

● Byproduct Coefficients sum to 100% in 
Industry BS
○ list of commodities produced

Balance Sheets: Production



● Gross Absorption = The percentage of Output 
that goes to the purchase of a given commodity.

● Regional Absorption = The percentage of 
Output that goes to the local purchase of a 
given commodity (Gross Absorption × RPC).

Balance Sheets: Demand



Balance Sheets: Value Added

● Value Added = the proportion of Total Industry 
Output that goes toward each category of 
Value-Added.

● The Total Value-Added Coefficient + Total Gross 
Absorption = 1.00.



Looking at the Data

View By:
Commodity Summary

S/D & Production of Commodities 
Domestic S/D Ratio

Avg RPC & RSC

Commodity Trade
Trade $ by Commodity

Institution Local Commodity Demand
(Total, Households, Government) 

Social Accounts

S/D: Supply/Demand

Balance Sheets
By Industry

By Commodity

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009674728-Understanding-the-Social-Accounts-Tables


Looking at the Data

View By:
Commodity Summary

S/D & Production of Commodities 
Domestic S/D Ratio

Avg RPC & RSC

Commodity Trade
Trade $ by Commodity

Institution Local Commodity Demand
(Total, Households, Government) 

Social Accounts

S/D: Supply/Demand

Balance Sheets
By Industry

By Commodity

IxC SAM
Aggregate

Detail

IxC I-O Accounts

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009674728-Understanding-the-Social-Accounts-Tables


Looking at the Data

IxI I-O Accounts

Industry Accounts

View By:

Institution Industry Demand
(Total, Households, Government) 

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115002748614-Explore-Industry-Accounts


Looking at the Data

IxI I-O Accounts

Industry Accounts

IxI SAM
Aggregate

Detail

IxI I-O Accounts

View By:

Institution Industry Demand
(Total, Households, Government) 

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115002748614-Explore-Industry-Accounts


Looking at the Data

Multipliers

Summary and Detail Multipliers

Output
Employment

All Output Components

Effects are per $1 of output, except for 
employment, which is per $1M of output.

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009542407-Explore-Multipliers


Looking at the Data

How are spending patterns 
regionalized?
● National “recipe” 

adjusted to study area 
based on:

● Gross Absorption vs. 
Regional Absorption 
(RPC)

● Value-Added to Output 
ratio

Learn more about Data Sources

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009674448-IMPLAN-Data-Sources


Annual updates of 
IMPLAN Data—IMPLAN 
tracks Economic 
Diversity over time.

Looking at the Data on a Map
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Food Processing Plant 
Impact Exploration



Plant Impact Exploration

A canned food processing plant 
plans to open in New York

● $10 million facility 
construction

● Hiring 25 employees



Plant Impact Exploration

We’ve been asked to study the 
impact of this activity. 

How can we frame this issue?



Plant Impact Exploration

We’ve been asked to study the 
impact of this activity. 

How can we frame this issue?
● Construction
● Operations



Plant Impact Exploration

● Study Area selection:

● Sector selection: 

● Two-year construction phase:

Part 1: Construction



Plant Impact Exploration

● Study Area selection:
○ the state of NY

● Sector selection: 

● Two-year construction phase:

Part 1: Construction



Plant Impact Exploration

● Study Area selection:
○ the state of NY

● Sector selection: 
○ 53, Construction of new 

manufacturing structures
● Two-year construction phase:

Part 1: Construction



Plant Impact Exploration

● Study Area selection:
○ the state of NY

● Sector selection: 
○ 53, Construction of new 

manufacturing structures
● Two-year construction phase:

○ 2018 and 2019
○ $5 million each year

Part 1: Construction



Plant Impact Exploration

Where is the impact taking place?

Where do I want to see impacts?

Who is seeing the impact?

When is this taking place?

What is the change in production or 
expenditures?

NY State

NY State

Sector 53, Construction of new 
manufacturing structures

2018, 2019

2018: $5 Million
2019: $5 Million



Plant Impact Exploration

● Analysis 1: Run each Event 
as a separate Scenario

● Analysis 2: Run the Events 
together as one Scenario

Part 1: Construction 
Comparative Exercise
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Considering the 
Effects of Inflation



Scenario Title Dollar Year for 
View

Direct Output

2018
Scenario

2019
Scenario

Combined 
Scenario

2018 $5,000,000
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Combined 
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2018

2019

$5,000,000

$5,000,000



Scenario Title Dollar Year for 
View

Direct Output

2018
Scenario

2019
Scenario

Combined 
Scenario

2018

2019

2018

$5,000,000

$5,000,000

$9,880,407



Scenario Title Dollar Year for 
View

Direct Output

2018
Scenario

2019
Scenario

Combined 
Scenario

2018

2019

2018

2019

$5,000,000

$5,000,000

$9,880,407

$10,122,524



Scenario Title Dollar Year for 
View

Direct Output

2018
Scenario

2019
Scenario

Combined 
Scenario

2018

2018

2019

2018

2019

$5,000,000

$5,000,000

$4,880,407

$9,880,407

$10,122,524



Scenario Title Dollar Year for 
View

Direct Output

2018
Scenario

2019
Scenario

Combined 
Scenario

2018

2018

2019

2019

2018

2019

$5,000,000

$5,122,524

$5,000,000

$4,880,407

$9,880,407

$10,122,524



Scenario Title Dollar Year for 
View

Direct Output

2018
Scenario

2019
Scenario

Combined 
Scenario

2018

2018

2019

2019

2018

2019

$5,000,000

$5,122,524

$5,000,000

$4,880,407

$9,880,407

$10,122,524

Combined 
Results



Scenario Title Dollar Year for 
View

Direct Output

2018
Scenario

2019
Scenario

Combined 
Scenario

2018

2018

2019

2019

2018

2019

$5,000,000

$5,122,524

$5,000,000

$4,880,407

$9,880,407

$10,122,524

$9,880,40
7

Combined 
Results



Scenario Title Dollar Year for 
View

Direct Output

2018
Scenario

2019
Scenario

Combined 
Scenario

2018

2018

2019

2019

2018

2019

$5,000,000

$5,122,524

$5,000,000

$4,880,407

$9,880,407

$10,122,524

Combined 
Results

$10,122,524

$9,880,40
7



Deflators

● Deflators adjust dollars to model dollars
● Event Year may not be the same as the year of your event!

● Using Deflators in IMPLAN
1. Select Sector
2. Specify Event Year
3. Enter known values

Learn more about Deflators

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009506007-Margins-Deflators


● 25 new employees
● Operations begin Fall of 

2019

Plant Impact Exploration

Part 2: Operations



● 25 new employees
● Operations begin Fall of 

2019

● Sector selection:

Plant Impact Exploration

Part 2: Operations



● 25 new employees
● Operations begin Fall of 

2019

● Sector selection:
○ 81 Canned fruits and 

vegetables 
manufacturing

Plant Impact Exploration

Part 2: Operations



Key Terms

Employment

● Annual average FT/PT jobs, not FTE
○ FTE/IMPLAN JobConverter

● Includes Proprietors



Plant Impact Exploration

Where is the impact taking place?

Where do I want to see impacts?

Who is seeing the impact?

When is this taking place?

What is the change in production 
or expenditures?

NY State

NY State

81 Canned fruits and vegetables 
manufacturing

2019

25 new employees



Plant Impact Exploration

● Top 10 industries affected
● Can we add the results 

together?

Part 2: Operations, 
Comparing results to 
construction phase
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“Better” Plant Impact



“Better” Plant Impact

Part 3: “Better” 
Construction



“Better” Plant Impact

Part 3: “Better” 
Construction

● Two-year construction phase:
○ 2018 and 2019
○ $5 million each year



“Better” Plant Impact

Part 3: “Better” 
Construction

● Fluid power hose fittings and 
Municipal water system 
valves: 
○ $50,000 in 2019
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Analysis by Parts

Learn more about Analysis-by-Parts

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/sections/360000100254-Analysis-by-Parts


What is ‘output?’

*Output is the largest value and includes everything.



What is ‘output?’

*Output is the largest value and includes everything.

7.2% 0.55%

48.9% 3.2%

40.15%



What is ‘output?’

*Output is the largest value and includes everything.

40.15%

7.2% 0.55%

48.9% 3.2%



What is ‘output?’

*Output is the largest value and includes everything.

7.2% 0.55%

48.9% 3.2%

40.15%



Analysis by Parts



Analysis by Parts



Analysis by Parts



Analysis by Parts



Analysis by Parts



Analysis by Parts



“Better” Plant Impact

Part 3: “Better” Construction

● With more of output going to purchasing this good, what must 
change?



“Better” Plant Impact

Part 3: “Better” Construction

● With more of output going to purchasing this good, what must 
change?

1. Decrease in all other inputs by normalizing and keeping IE:VA 
ratio constant

2. Let IE increase by the amount of the additional purchase and 
deduct the amount from a portion of Value Added

3. Decrease specific inputs so the IE coefficient remains the same. 
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Part 3: “Better” 
Construction

● Fluid power hose fittings and 
Municipal water system 
valves: 
○ $50,000 in 2019



“Better” Plant Impact

Part 3: “Better” 
Construction

● Fluid power hose fittings and 
Municipal water system 
valves: 
○ $50,000 in 2019
○ LPP 50%



Local Purchase Percentage (LPP)

● LPP tells the software how much of the specified impact value 
(i.e., the Event) you want applied to the multipliers.



Local Purchase Percentage (LPP)

● LPP tells the software how much of the specified impact value 
(i.e., the Event) you want applied to the multipliers. 
○ If LPP = 100% 

■ the initial impact is occurring locally
■ The locality of the input purchases built into the 

multipliers (captured in the RPCs)



Local Purchase Percentage (LPP)

Examples of when you might set LPP < 100:



Local Purchase Percentage (LPP)

Examples of when you might set LPP < 100:
1. Set LPP = User LPP

○ When you already know the proportion of the activity that 
takes place locally 



Plant Impact Exploration

Where is the impact taking place?

Where do I want to see impacts?

Who is seeing the impact?

When is this taking place?

What is the change in production or 
expenditures?

NY State

NY State

Sector 53, Construction of new 
manufacturing structures

2018, 2019

2018: $5 Million
2019: $5 Million

$50,000 on 3254, LPP = 50%



“Better” Plant Impact

Part 4: Capital 
Expenditure

● Capital Expenditure:
○ Refrigeration: $250,000



“Better” Plant Impact

Part 4: Capital 
Expenditure

● The construction sectors only 
include things that are 
integral to the building

● Furnishings, Fixtures and 
Equipment purchases 
should be modeled 
separately



“Better” Plant Impact

Part 4: Capital 
Expenditure

For this addition, we’ll need to 
consider:
● Margins
● Local Purchase
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Margins and LPP



Margins

● Margins are necessary 
whenever an item is 
purchased from a retailer or 
wholesaler
○ Final consumers pay the 

purchaser price
○ The producer receives 

the producer price
○ The difference between 

the two are the margins
○ Transportation margins
○ Wholesale margin
○ Retail margin



Producer value = $100

Margins



Producer value = $100
Transportation costs = $30

Margins



Producer value = $100
Transportation costs = $30

Retail Mark-up = $20

Margins



Producer value = $100
Transportation costs = $30

Retail Mark-up = $20

Margins

Producer + Margins = Purchaser Price = $150



Margins

IMPLAN will calculate the margins 
for you—you just need to know 
when to apply them. There are 2 
ways to margin in IMPLAN 
depending on the data you have:
● When product purchased is 

unknown (Use the retail sector 
where the purchase was 
made)

● When product purchased is 
known (Use the industry that 
produces the product)



If a purchase is made through a 
Retail Gas Station, we don’t know 
what is purchased. 

transported,

Or manufactured.

Margins
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Retail Gas Station, we don’t know 
what is purchased. 
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Or manufactured.
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Thus we don’t know how it was 
wholesaled,

transported,

Or manufactured.

We only keep the 10.8% of the 
sale that is the average retail 
Margin for gas stations.

Margins



When we know exactly what is 
purchased then we can Margin the 
producing Sector and get much 
more information.

Margins



When we know exactly what is 
purchased then we can Margin the 
producing Sector and get much 
more information.

In the example of a sale of gasoline, 
we know that it was 
produced by a refinery.

Margins



And we know how it is transported.
In the example of a sale of gasoline, 

we know that it was 
produced by a refinery.

When we know exactly what is 
purchased then we can Margin the 
producing Sector and get much 
more information.

Margins



And we know how it is transported.

We know how the product is 
wholesaled.

In the example of a sale of gasoline, 
we know that it was 
produced by a refinery.

When we know exactly what is 
purchased then we can Margin the 
producing Sector and get much 
more information.

Margins



And we know how it is transported.

We know how the product is 
wholesaled.

In the example of a sale of gasoline, 
we know that it was 
produced by a refinery.

And retailed.

Margins



And we know how it is transported.

We know how the product is 
wholesaled.

In the example of a sale of gasoline, 
we know that it was 
produced by a refinery.

And retailed.

16.7%

18.5%

2.0%

62.8%

Margins



Margins

Gross Retail Sale Value= $25

Apply Margins



Margins

Production: $11

Product known? Impact the 
producer. 



Product known? Impact the 
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Product known? Impact the 
producer. 

Margins

Production: $11Transport: +$2
                  = $13
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           =$16



Margins

Production: $11Transport: +$2
                  = $13

Wholesale: +$3
           =$16

Retail: +$9
           =$25

Product known? Impact the 
producer. 



Margins

Production: 44%
            = $11

  

Transport: 8%
                 = $2

Wholesale: 12%
           =$3

Retail: 36%
            =$9

Product known? Impact the 
producer. 



Margins

Production: 44%
            = $11

  

Transport: 8%
                 = $2

Wholesale: 12%
           =$3

Retail: 36%
            =$9

Product known? Impact the 
producer. 

Learn more about margining when you know what is being purchases.

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009542207-Margining-When-the-Item-Being-Purchased-is-Known


Margins

Gross Retail Sale Value= $25

Apply Margins



Product unknown? Impact the 
retailer. 

Margins

Production: ?Transport: ?Wholesale: ?Retail: 26%
        =$6.50



Gross Retail Margin

Margins

Production: ?Transport: ?Wholesale: ?Retail: 26%
        =$6.50



Gross Retail Margin

Margins

Production: ?Transport: ?Wholesale: ?Retail: 26%
        =$6.50

Learn more about margining when you don’t know what is being purchases.

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009542167-Margining-When-the-Item-Purchased-Is-Unknown


Local Purchase Percentage (LPP)

Examples of when you might set LPP < 100:
1. Set LPP = User LPP

○ When you already know the proportion of the activity that 
takes place locally 
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Examples of when you might set LPP < 100:
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takes place locally 

2. Set LPP = RPC



Local Purchase Percentage (LPP)

Examples of when you might set LPP < 100:
1. Set LPP = User LPP

○ When you already know the proportion of the activity that 
takes place locally 

2. Set LPP = RPC
a. When locality of purchase/production is unknown, such as

i. Margining a producer
ii. Equipment purchases

iii. Spending Patterns: budgets or tourism spending



Local Purchase Percentage (LPP)

When LPP < 100 in an Industry Change imports show up under LPP 
Imports in the Scenario Results screen 
● These imports are leakages and have no impact on the local 

economy



LPP and Margins Key Takeaway

When utilizing an Industry Change:

Direct Output = Industry Sales * Margin * LPP * Deflator

Learn more about LPP

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115009548047-Using-the-Local-Purchase-Percentage-Field


“Better” Plant Impact

Part 4: Capital 
Expenditure

Do we know the producer?



“Better” Plant Impact

Where is the impact taking place?

Where do I want to see impacts?

Who is seeing the impact?

When is this taking place?

What is the change in production or 
expenditures?

NY State

NY State

Sector 277, Air conditioning, refrigeration, 
and warm air heating equipment 
manufacturing

2019

$250,000 Industry Sales (Retail Sale Value)



Part 5: “Better” 
Operations
● Income:

○ Engineers: 
$110,000/worker
Line Staff: 
$50,000/worker

● Employment: 25
○ 10 Engineers, 15 Line Staff

So, what do we enter first? 

“Better” Plant Impact



“Better” Plant Impact
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Consider a case study:
Sector 440 Real Estate Establishments
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Output per Worker = $1.7MM
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Average Sectoral Output per 
Worker = $900,000
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“Better” Plant Impact

Consider a case study:
Sector 440 Real Estate Establishments

Average Sectoral Output per 
Worker = $900,000



Output per Worker = $1.7MM
Employee Compensation= $88,400
Output/Compensation = 19.23

Output per Worker = $100,000
Employee Compensation= $5,200
Output/Compensation = 19.23

“Better” Plant Impact

Consider a case study:
Sector 440 Real Estate Establishments

Average Sectoral Output per 
Worker = $900,000



Output per Worker = $1.7MM
Employee Compensation= $88,400 Output per Worker = $100,000

Employee Compensation= $5,200

“Better” Plant Impact

Consider a case study:
Sector 440 Real Estate Establishments

Estimated agent Output 
based on EC = $1.7MM

Estimated hobbyist Output 
based on EC = $100,000



Key Terms

Employee Compensation

● Fully-loaded payroll
● Includes benefits
● Total cost of the employee to the employer



“Better” Plant Impact

Where is the impact taking place?

Where do I want to see impacts?

Who is seeing the impact?

When is this taking place?

What is the change in production or 
expenditures?

NY State

NY State

81 Canned fruits and vegetables 
manufacturing

2019

EC: $1,100,000, Employment: 10
EC:  $750,000, Employment: 15
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Multi-Regional 
Input-Output Analysis



Multi-Regional Input-Output (MRIO)

MRIO expands backward supply linkages beyond the boundaries of 
a single-region Study Area. It includes import linkages among linked 
Models.

Learn more about MRIO 

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/sections/360000097533-Multi-Regional-Input-Output-Analysis-MRIO-


What’s Next

Support Site
Additional Products
● Project Consultation
● Support Pack

support@implan.com

https://implanhelp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us


IMPLAN Applications 
with Local Food System 

Examples (Yours*)

*Adapted/Interpreted/Edited by Schmit



Growth in Final Demand (FD) Drives Impact

● “The value of goods & services sold to institutions (or end users) 
during a calendar year.” (IMPLAN)

○ These goods & services disappear from the economy & are not used to 
generate more product(s).  Exports included in FD since the commodity will 
not be used again to create more product(s) in the region.

● Impact analysis not appropriate for every question or situation 
○ See USDA AMS Toolkit, Maria’s slides

● You are seeing Todd’s approaches and thinking
○ An art & a science. More than one way to do it (I will explain)
○ Order in IMPLAN is very important
○ Getting it right is important. Think it through, be clear on your assumptions!

● Some examples provided need clarity where, who, when, what...
○ Defining the final demand change
○ Assumptions needed



Let’s run some models!!

What we are going to do based on your 
submissions:

○ Hands-on Together 
■ Farm Expansion Gross
■ Farm Expansion Net 
■ Farm Expansion Netter
■ Farm Expansion Nettest

○ Discuss Framing & Set Up
■ Farm to Institution
■ Food Hub (see PGuide)
■ Food Retail

 

○ Others, time permitting

But first let’s see 
what you sent us 
and come up with a 
‘representative’ 
example to frame!



Farm-Level Expansion:
Inspiration from Participants

● Invest in education & training of aspiring farmers 
● Creating a farm/small farm incubator for new & beginning 

agribusinesses
● Assess impact of CSAs on farm economy and local food availability
● Assess impact of agritourism activities on fruit farms
● Build a farm to restaurant program to help local chefs source local 

ingredients
● Increase participation of farmers at farmers markets
● Assess & promote agroforestry & silviculture as economically viable 

livelihoods in the Southern Tier
● Link new & beginning farmers to current farms for succession 

planning
● Economic impact of a loss of dairy farms in Madison County



Farm-Level Expansion Example

● Economic impact of new CCE state-level education & training program to 
increase the number of farmers marketing fruits & vegetables through 
CSAs in the state
○ Program Goal:

■ 100 new farms with average sales of $50,000/year ($5M)
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Farm-Level Expansion Example

● Economic impact of new CCE state-level education & training program to 
increase the number of farmers marketing fruits & vegetables through 
CSAs in the state
○ Program Goal:

■ 100 new farms with average sales of $50,000/year ($5M)
○ Program Inputs:

■ Hire 4 regional specialists, salary = $60,000/year ($240K)
■ $50,000 in other program costs (fuel, hotel) ($50K)

● WHERE: NYS
● WHO: Fruit farming, Vegetable & melon farming, CCE Labor, CCE expenses
● WHEN: 2018 
● WHAT: 3 Vege & Melon farming & 4 Fruit farming Industry Change: $2.5M each, 

Labor Income change CCE $240K, Commodity Change CCE ($50K)
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WHAT ELSE SHOULD WE THINK ABOUT?

○ Do the new farmers quit another job (in the region) to do this?
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Farm-Level Expansion Example
WHAT ELSE SHOULD WE THINK ABOUT?

○ Do the new farmers quit another job (in the region) to do this?
■ Assume no job offset. Either new to the region or working more

○ Do the new farmers replace other farmers/owners of that land?
■ Assume (i) land was fallow (NEW production), no offset & (ii) converted from grass crop 

(other crop production) at ⅕ of value

○ Will the customers that buy from them buy less F&Vs from other places? 
Were those purchases local products?

■ Consider (i) all new purchases and (ii) reduce purchases from grocery store (who has 
different LPPs)

○ How was the program funded?
■ (i) no taxpayer offset & (ii) NYFVI $290K → NYS taxpayers (assume avg hhld income 

group)

○ Do CSA farms typically act (spend, hire, pay) like the average F&V farm?
■ Consider: (i) Yes and (ii) No, but know spending pattern (ABP)



Farm-Level Expansion Example
FV Sales Only (IC)

Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect 47.4  $2,237,068 $4,274,059 $5,000,000
Indirect Effect     6.6    $292,206    $444,751    $721,518 
Induced Effect 10.9    $660,363 $1,164,703 $1,808,503
Total Effect 64.8 $3,189,637 $5,883,513 $7,530,021
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Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect 47.4  $2,237,068 $4,274,059 $5,000,000
Indirect Effect     6.6    $292,206    $444,751    $721,518 
Induced Effect 10.9    $660,363 $1,164,703 $1,808,503
Total Effect 64.8 $3,189,637 $5,883,513 $7,530,021

FV Sales - Grass Sales (ICs)
Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect          22.1  $1,846,779 $3,636,858 $4,000,000
Indirect Effect    4.2             $182,835        $261,283    $427,549 
Induced Effect  8.7             $530,629       $935,769  $1,453,073
Total Effect         35.1 $2,560,243 $4,833,910 $5,880,622



Farm-Level Expansion Example
FV Sales Only (IC)

Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect 47.4  $2,237,068 $4,274,059 $5,000,000
Indirect Effect     6.6    $292,206    $444,751    $721,518 
Induced Effect 10.9    $660,363 $1,164,703 $1,808,503
Total Effect 64.8 $3,189,637 $5,883,513 $7,530,021

FV Sales - Grass Sales (ICs)
Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect          22.1  $1,846,779 $3,636,858 $4,000,000
Indirect Effect    4.2             $182,835        $261,283    $427,549 
Induced Effect  8.7             $530,629       $935,769  $1,453,073
Total Effect         35.1 $2,560,243 $4,833,910 $5,880,622

FV Sales - Grass Sales - Grocery Sales (ICs)
Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect          2.5  $1,195,376 $2,669,501 $2,605,000
Indirect Effect   1.8        $5,800     -$76,471     -$98,133 
Induced Effect 5.2    $317,686    $559,648     $869,272
Total Effect 9.6 $1,518,941 $3,152,678 $3,376,139
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Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect          2.5  $1,195,376 $2,669,501 $2,605,000
Indirect Effect   1.8        $5,800     -$76,471     -$98,133 
Induced Effect 5.2    $317,686    $559,648     $869,272
Total Effect 9.6 $1,518,941 $3,152,678 $3,376,139

FV/Grass/Groc Sales (ICs) + CCE Labor (LIC) + CCE Purchases (IC)
Impact Type Employment     Labor Income      Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect          6.7           $1,446,233                   $2,928,938           $2,872,700
Indirect Effect   1.9         $8,737      -$71,768      -$90,578 
Induced Effect 6.3              $382,583     $674,329  $1,047,254
Total Effect        14.9                    $1,837,552                   $3,531,499                   $3,829,375



Farm-Level Expansion Example
FV Sales - Grass Sales - Grocery Sales (ICs)

Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect          2.5  $1,195,376 $2,669,501 $2,605,000
Indirect Effect   1.8        $5,800     -$76,471     -$98,133 
Induced Effect 5.2    $317,686    $559,648     $869,272
Total Effect 9.6 $1,518,941 $3,152,678 $3,376,139

FV/Grass/Groc Sales (ICs) + CCE Labor (LIC) + CCE Purchases (IC)
Impact Type Employment     Labor Income      Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect          6.7           $1,446,233                   $2,928,938           $2,872,700
Indirect Effect   1.9         $8,737      -$71,768      -$90,578 
Induced Effect 6.3              $382,583     $674,329  $1,047,254
Total Effect        14.9                    $1,837,552                   $3,531,499                   $3,829,375

FV/Grass/Groc Sales (ICs) + CCE Total (LIC, IC) - NYS Taxpayers (HHIC)
Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect          6.7           $1,446,233                   $2,928,938           $2,872,700
Indirect Effect   1.9         $8,737      -$71,768      -$90,578 
Induced Effect 4.4              $268,158     $469,899     $730,463
Total Effect        13.0                    $1,723,127                    $3,327,068            $3,512,585



Farm-Level Expansion Example:
Analysis By Parts (ABP) Part I

Industry Spending Pattern & LPPs for CSA Farms (adapted from PGUIDE)

○ 3003 Veges & Melons: 0.05, 100%
○ 3004 Fruit: 0.05, 100%
○ 3049 Elec Tran & Dist: 0.03, 100%
○ 3156 Ref Petroleum Products: 0.06, 0.65% SAM (margined from RT)
○ 3172 Pesticides & Ag Chem: 0.03, 48% SAM (margined from WT)
○ 3394 Misc Manufacturing: 0.02, 0%
○ 3395 Wholesale trade: 0.15, 97% SAM (margin & direct 100% SAM)
○ 3399 Retail services, building & supplies: 0.02, 100% (margin)
○ 3402 Retail services - gasoline stations: 0.02, 100% (margin)
○ Transport (margins & direct): 3408 Air 0.0004, 62% SAM; 3409 Rail 0.0002, 45% 

SAM; Water 0.0002, 72% SAM; Truck 0.0513, 60%; Pipeline: 0.0005, 16% SAM
○ 3437 Insurance: 0.02, 100%

TOTAL IIE = $0.50 per $1 of output
So what must total Value Added coefficient be?



Farm-Level Expansion Example:
Analysis By Parts (ABP) Part II

Value Added Allocations for new CSA farms (adapted from PGUIDE)

○ Employee Compensation (EC): 0.25 (Mo avg jobs per farm = 0.5), $1.25M
○ Taxes on Production and Imports (TOPI): 0.05 ($0.25M) 
○ Other Property Type Income (OPTI): 0.10  ($0.50M)
○ Proprietor Income (PI): 1.00 - 0.51 - 0.25 - 0.05 - 0.10 = 0.10, $0.50M
○ TOTAL VA = 0.50 ($2.5M)
○ IIE (0.50) + EC (0.25) + PI (0.10) + TOPI (O.05) + OPTI (0.10) = TO (1.0)

                IMPLAN DEFAULTS Todd’s Example
○ EC: Fruit 0.21 Vege  0.15 0.25
○ TOPI: Fruit 0.02 Vege 0.01 0.05
○ OPTI: Fruit 0.31 Vege 0.43 0.10
○ PI: Fruit 0.25 Vege 0.23 0.10
○ VA: Fruit 0.80 Vege 0.82 0.50
○ IIE: Fruit 0.20 Vege 0.18 0.50



Farm-Level Expansion Example:
Analysis By Parts (ABP) Results

FV Sales Only (IC) IMPLAN F&V DEFAULTS
Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect 47.4  $2,237,068 $4,274,059 $5,000,000
Indirect Effect     6.6    $292,206    $444,751    $721,518 
Induced Effect 10.9    $660,363 $1,164,703 $1,808,503
Total Effect 64.8 $3,189,637 $5,883,513 $7,530,021

The Rest (Offsets) Stays the Same!



Farm-Level Expansion Example:
Analysis By Parts (ABP) Results

FV Sales Only (IC) IMPLAN F&V DEFAULTS
Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect 47.4  $2,237,068 $4,274,059 $5,000,000
Indirect Effect     6.6    $292,206    $444,751    $721,518 
Induced Effect 10.9    $660,363 $1,164,703 $1,808,503
Total Effect 64.8 $3,189,637 $5,883,513 $7,530,021

FV Sales Only (IC) ANALYSIS BY PARTS
Impact Type Employment     Labor Income     Value Added   Output 
Direct Effect          50.0  $1,750,000 $2,500,000 $5,000,000
Indirect Effect          14.2             $932,393          $1,690,271 $2,526,163 
Induced Effect 11.4             $693,396          $1,224,105  $1,900,272
Total Effect          75.6 $3,375,790 $5,414,376 $9,426,436

The Rest (Offsets) Stays the Same!



Food Hub:
Inspiration from Participants

● Develop food hub aggregation and marketing system for producers: 
(i) to Fort Drum and (ii) through Field Goods

● Building a new food hub aggregation and marketing facility for 
farmers

● Economic impacts of investment in scaling the Catskill food hub
● New food hub aggregation and marketing facility
● Food aggregator for producers (3 county region) - feasibility and 

gains for producers
● Coordination of food aggregation in 6 county area: is there room for 

expansion?
● Project economic impacts of a new produce auction in the county
● Economic impacts of using ArcGIS project to drive sales of a local 

food hub
● Impacts of farmer-owned cooperatives



6-County Food Hub Example:
Frame & Set Up Discussion

● WHERE: 
○ Farmers will locate in a 6-county region, Hub centrally located?

● WHO: 
○ Ownership structure? Investment requirements?
○ What kind of farmers or food processors will participate?
○ New, existing, expanding? Reallocation of existing sales? Change in net returns?
○ Who will fund the construction? Private or public dollars?
○ Employees? How many? Hired before sales (working with producers)?
○ Just aggregation and marketing (no repack, processing)?

● WHEN: 
○ What year will the hub be constructed. When will it become operational?

● WHAT: 
○ What sectors, Institutions involved?
○ Possible offsets (gross vs net)?
○ Food hub = wholesaler? Count only their margin? When would you?
○ What else? Walk through the process.



Food Retail Expansion:
Inspiration from Participants

● Establish a Taste of NY venue in Madison county

● Open a retail space that sells local farm products daily in Otsego 
county: economic impacts on farm sales



Retail Co-op Butcher Shop (e.g., Piggery):
Frame & Set Up Discussion

● WHERE: 
○ Shop will be centrally located in urban area of the Southern Tier
○ Participating farmer suppliers (NYS) must meet production and quality 

standards and protocols
● WHO: 

○ 5 farmers form LLC, equal investment partners, 1 farmer, 1 vote.
○ What types of processing (if any) will be conducted? 
○ Expected throughput? Source outside the state? If so, how much (LPP?)
○ LLC hires CEO. CEO hires employees? How many? Level of compensation?
○ Equipment, trucking, infrastructure costs

● WHEN: 
○ What year will the store be constructed. When will it become operational?

● WHAT: 
○ What sectors, Institutions involved? Possible offsets (gross vs net)?
○ Butcher shop = Retail? Count only their margin? When would you?
○ What else? Walk through the process.



Farm to School/Institution:
Inspiration from Participants

● Create a statewide supply chain to aggregate & direct foods produced in 
NYS to reach children in NY schools (NYS Farm to School subsidy)
○ TMS: See food hub framing, plus example in on school subsidy program in 

training materials

● Increase the percentage of local food purchased by New England 
institutions from 17% to 25%
○ TMS: Consider level of local farm output needed to accommodate the 

increase. Realistic? Model both changes in farm and institutions.
○ TMS: Increase LPPs by institutions in (model customization) or do with ABP

● Demonstrate impact of institutional employment: 1.2 million employed by 
schools, colleges, and hospitals on the local economy (New England)
○ TMS: Can do directly in IMPLAN.
○ TMS: Limited to direct (Employee compensation) and Induced effects?
○ TMS: More complicated impact estimation available for universities, etc.



Other examples from participants 
(processing)

1. Provide funding for cooperative meat cutting facilities

2. Need and impact of investment in efficient and scaled up meat processing 
to meet market demand for local sustainably raised beef sold in a 
market-ready boxed beef system

3. Establish co-op tree nut processing facility for emerging nut growers

4. Project economic impacts of a new dairy processing facility in the county

5. Build a virtual business incubator that grows the food processing sector 
and develops the entrepreneurial ecosystem for this sector.

6. Economic impact of a new processing facility

7. Creating a new farm and food business incubator for new & beginning 
agribusinesses (processing limited?)

8. Commercial kitchen to develop new food enterprises in the region



Other examples from participants 
(other)

9. Increase consumer participation at farmers markets, including SNAP 
usage

10. Increase demand/consumption of regionally produced food (NYC 
Regional Foodshed) in NYC by 10% 

11. Develop a vertically and horizontally integrated agrifood cooperative 
ecosystem in the Finger Lakes

12. Study feasibility of NYS leading the U.S. in ag production

13. Create a comprehensive regional food system mappable database with 
ArcGIS

14. Understand current impact of dairy industry in a 6-county region 
(contribution analysis)



Wrap Up & Feedback

● Did we meet your expectations? What worked well? What 
didn't?

● How can we serve this group looking forward? More advanced 
trainings (model customization)? Working group?

● Do you know of others that would benefit from this kind of 
training?

● Do you plan to use IMPLAN yourself in the future? For data 
access? For impact modeling?

● Do you feel better prepared in asking for impact evaluations 
from others? Do you know what to look for, the right questions 
to ask?


